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R. ALEX SOKOL
President
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Simply, AMC is about
people. People
dedicated to creating
the best client
experience possible;
caregivers striving to
deliver high-quality and
modern healthcare to all
patients, a single patient
at a time.

The American Medical Centers network is expanding quickly while shifting
the usual healthcare provider paradigm to a truly patient driven experience
where care accountability, accessibility, and convenience are paramount.
In our 26 years in the region, our commitment has been unwavering: to
provide excellence in primary and outpatient health services, one patient
at a time, with an exceptional and individual patient focus.
In this “Your Health” edition we are happy to highlight integrative or
functional care as a core value of AMC’s primary care services. Functional
care’s premise is to identify and understand the root causes of disease;
to treat the individual, rather than just the symptoms. We earnestly believe
this individual care approach is the future of care provision.
Also in this issue, we discuss healthcare in Georgia and introduce AMC
Kazakhstan, and its outstanding team in Almaty (and soon Astana).
AMC’s success and growth is due to its uncompromising team of care
professionals. And we are tremendously proud. While operational
efficiency, service training, and best-doctor practices are important to the
patient experience, it is the AMC team member and the direct physicianpatient relationship that give you the positive outcome you expect, and the
peace of mind of great health.

Yours in Health,

R. Alex Sokol
President
American Medical Centers
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amcenters.com — Treating you, Differently
AMC Group is the largest and most trusted premium healthcare provider network
in Eastern Europe and Central Asia

What we are
American Medical Centers is a premium regional health network operating 7 clinics and 3 assistance
offices in Eastern Europe and Central Asia.
We are the longest serving and the most trusted health provider among global insurances in
the region, with 250 dedicated healthcare professionals delivering 24/7 primary and acute care
services, with access to all medical specialties.

Mission
We are committed to compassionate healthcare, seeking the very best patient experience and
outcomes through affordable health plans, personal physician choices, direct insurance billing,
and more.
Our goal is to make quality healthcare accessible to everyone; to promote a patient-driven care
model, without compromise, one patient at a time, treating you, differently.

Vision
1.
2.
3.
4.

Be the preferred healthcare provider in our communities.
Simplify healthcare services, administration, and follow-up.
Promote a truly patient-driven healthcare delivery model focusing on better patient outcomes.
Invest in digital health, platforms, and technology.

Values
Patient First – the patient is always first; all we do is work toward that end.
Care – compassionate, genuine, honest and ethical, community-centered.
Professionalism – being the best professionals, in research, training, delivery of care standards,
seeking the best patient outcomes.
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Dr. RICHARD STYLES
Medical Director
AMC Group

Dr. Richard Styles is
a Physician with 40
years of experience as
a doctor during which
time he was active in
the development of
medical standards in
the UK. He is Medical
Director of American
Medical Centers and
is responsible for the
development and
quality of care in five
medical centers across
Ukraine and Georgia.

It was the French lawyer and gastronome Jean Brillat-Savarin, famous for
the cheese and cake named after him, who in 1826 coined the phrase
“You are what you eat”. It has taken us nearly two hundred years and
mountains of sugar and additives, litres of sweetened drinks and thousands
of packages of fast food to rediscover the truth of this saying.
Much of what we have eaten in the past 30 years has been toxic to our
bodies and dangerous to our health. Sugars have caused an epidemic of
diabetes and are now more implicated in heart disease than are fats. Many
foods contain trans-fats, collected in their industrial processing, and much
of our food is days old and wrapped in plastics that elude oestrogens
and other chemicals into our food. Alcohol causes the breakdown of the
genetic material we have causing an increase in cancers. Industrial food
production releases antibiotics and other toxins into our systems.
Fortunately medicine has now recognised how harmful our diet is and is
moving away from a disease driven culture to one of looking after peoples’
whole problems in relation to their lifestyle. In reality this is a return to
medical practice as it was in the seventies before medicine became
disease orientated and overtaken by high technology.
The principles of nutrition are quite simple and begin with sourcing fresh
and well produced foods, avoiding sugars and sweet drinks and excessive
salts from childhood onwards, incorporating many varied vegetables,
lentils and beans into a diet that contains proteins from meat, fish and
seafood. Fats can safely be sourced from dairy products and vegetable
oils as well as a small amount of fat meat. Alcohol should be drunk in
increasing moderation and water, coffee and tea and natural juices without
additives should safely source our fluid needs. Salads, herbs, nuts and
berries supply essential oils and trace elements that the body requires.
At American Medical Centres all our physicians are trained in the principles
of good diet. We also have the expert help of a dietician who offers special
and individualised programmes in Nutrition.
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The New
Kid on the Block:
Introducing AMC Almaty
This summer, AMC is thrilled to introduce AMC Almaty – a gorgeous urban
space with outpatient, specialist, and acute care consultation rooms, a beautiful
reception and waiting area, and a yoga/workshop area that can seat up to
30 people. “We are very excited to begin our Kazakhstan operations and look
forward to serving the Almaty community with professional and accountable
health services”, said Dr. Richard Styles, AMC Group’s Medical Director.
AMC Almaty (and soon to be AMC Astana) represent AMC’s 6th clinic in the
region, and its 9th Assistance office.
For more information on AMC Family and Children’s Health Services in Almaty,
please call us 24/7 at +7 (727) 983 3000 or e-mail us at almaty@amcenters.com

CPR Trainings @ AMC
In May, AMC Kyiv hosted their annual Open Clinic Day for students. The purpose of the workshops and tours were to
introduce children to the importance of a healthy lifestyle. Eight and nine year old students were shown how to provide
first aid, how to measure blood pressure, height and weight, what an ultrasound machine can show us, and much
more. After handing out stethoscopes and AMC t-shirts, the children had their own chance to play doctor! It was a fun
day, for everyone! To schedule your students to visit AMC, please call us anytime.
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GENETICS OF
Beauty and Aging
DNA TESTING IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF PERSONALIZED MEDICINE,
WITH AN ACCENT ON CREATING HEALTH INSTEAD OF FIGHTING DISEASE.
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B

Beauty technologies are developing at a cosmic pace. In the ongoing
search for eternal youth, anti-aging drugs and procedures are becoming
increasingly complex, though not necessarily effective. This search
explains the growing interest towards personalized DNA testing in the ultra
modern industry of beauty and longevity.
With DNA testing we can determine and pinpoint specific individual care.
For instance, our unique genes hold the necessary information on how
our skin will age, individually. Information about potential changes, gene
mutations, and specific issues of our skin enable us to switch from one
diet or skin product to another in time. Additionally, a carefully analyzed
genetic passport, among hundreds of information points, also helps to
prevent premature aging. Thus saving money and energy wasted on
efforts to restore the beauty of our skin and health of our bodies.

BASED ON THE TESTS’ RESULTS, WE CAN
DEVELOP A PERSONALIZED LIFESTYLE PLAN
BASED ON PERSONAL FEATURES RECORDED
ON A MOLECULAR LEVEL, AS WELL AS
DETERMINE OUR OPTIMAL FITNESS ROUTINE,
DIET, PREVENTATIVE AND TREATMENT
PROCEDURES THAT WILL EXTEND YOUR
YOUTH AND GUARANTEE OPTIMAL HEALTH.

The success of beauty and
nutrigenetics is determined by the integrity of
the tests and a competent reading of the
DNA tests’ results by professionals –
doctors and nutritionists. An analysis
includes individual peculiarities,
congenital
mutations,
and
advantages and disadvantages
that are held in your genetic code.
Apart from beauty procedures,
DNA testing empowers us to
claim our overall body’s health.
DNA testing is an integral part
of personalized medicine, with an
accent on creating health instead
fighting a disease. This is the evolution of
medicine and its future.

KATERYNA KARTASHOVA
Family Physician
AMC Kyiv

YOUR
GENETICS
LOADS THE
GUN, YOUR
LIFESTYLE
PULLS THE
TRIGGER
Medicine has come
such a long way,
teaching us not only
about what to do
once we have our
diseases but how to do
preventative medicine.
Dr. Mehmet Oz.
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Individual Nutrition Therapy
Food is the most powerful medicine in the world. It makes us sick or it makes us healthy. It influences
our capacity to live a happy and vibrant life. Nutrition therapy is based on the scientific concept
that food, as nature intended it, provides the nutrients needed to heal the body to helps bring us
back to a state of optimum health and vitality. Your individual nutrition plan is based on your unique
nutritional needs; therefore one size does not fit all.

Individual Nutrition Therapy includes:
P General Nutritionist consultation
Complete history and enquiry taken by an AMC
Nutritionist to include review of medications,
allergies, and immunizations, family history
and lifestyle issues

P Laboratory studies to include:
• Complete Blood Count
• Lipid Profile
• Liver Profile
• Renal Profile
• Index Noma (insulin, glucose)
• 25OH vitamin D3
• Ferritin
• Prolactin
• Thyroid panel (TSH, T4)

P Follow-up nutritionist consultation
and individual nutrition plan

P Follow-up nutritionist consultation (in 4 weeks)
Together you will agree on your health goals with your AMC
nutritionist guiding and coaching you on your personalized program.

For more information please contact us anytime at +380 (44) 490 7600
or visit us at www.amcenters.com

EATING

Fish and
Legumes TIED TO

A LATER MENOPAUSE

A

A diet rich in fish and vegetables may delay the onset
of menopause, a new study has found.
British researchers used health and behavioral data
on 9,027 women ages 40 to 65, and followed them
for four years.
They assessed their diet using a detailed 217-item food
frequency questionnaire that included information on
portion size.
Over the course of the study, and after excluding
women who were pregnant or had used hormone
replacement therapy, or had surgically induced
menopause, there were 914 women who went through
menopause naturally.
The study, in the Journal of Epidemiology and
Community Health, found that the average age at
menopause was 51. After adjusting for body mass
index, socioeconomic factors, smoking, alcohol
consumption and other variables, they found that

for each additional two-and-a-half-ounce portion
a day of fresh legumes (like peas or beans),
menopause was delayed by about one year, and
for each additional three-ounce portion of oily fish,
by about three years. Eating refined rice and pasta,
on the other hand, was associated with an earlier
age of menopause.

This is an observational study, said
the lead author, Yashvee Dunneram,
a Ph.D. student at the University of
Leeds in England, and we can’t advise
women on what to eat or not eat based
on our findings. But it would be good if
it could prompt more studies that might
explain the exact mechanism.
Borrowed from
www.nytimes.com
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The Aging BRAIN?

LEARN HOW YOUR BRAIN CHANGES AS YOU AGE TO GET A BETTER HANDLE
ON WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THIS MAGICAL PART OF YOUR BODY. THEN, REVIEW
SOME OF THE THINGS THAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP PRESERVE BRAIN HEALTH.

A

As a person gets older, changes occur in all
parts of the body, including the brain. At around 3
pounds in weight, the human brain is a staggering
feat of engineering with around 100 billion neurons
interconnected via trillions of synapses.
During the first few years of life, a child's brain forms
more than 1 million new neural connections every
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second. The size of the brain increases fourfold in the
preschool period and by age 6 reaches around 90
percent of adult volume. While many questions remain
regarding the aging brain, research is making progress
in illuminating what happens to our cognitive functions
and memory throughout our lifetime, emphasizing
ways we can preserve our mental abilities to improve
our quality of life as we advance into older adulthood.

Some changes in thinking are common as people get older. For example,
older adults may have:
Increased difficulty finding words and recalling names
More problems with multitasking
Mild decreases in the ability to pay attention
Remembering appointments
Aging may also bring positive cognitive changes. People often have
more knowledge and insight from a lifetime of experiences. Research
shows that older adults can still:
Learn new things
Create new memories
Improve vocabulary and language skills

OKSANA KOVALSKA
Family Physician
AMC Kyiv

Older individuals often become anxious about memory slips due to the link
between impaired memory and Alzheimer's disease. However, Alzheimer's
and other dementias are not a part of the normal aging process.

Therapies to help slow brain aging
A growing body of evidence suggests that people who experience the
least declines in cognition and memory all share certain characteristics:
Partaking in regular physical activity
Pursuing intellectually stimulating activities
Staying socially active
Managing stress
Eating healthily – low or no sugars
Sleeping well

“SLIPS OF THE MIND” ARE ASSOCIATED WITH
GETTING OLDER. PEOPLE OFTEN EXPERIENCE
THOSE SAME SLIGHT MEMORY LAPSES IN THEIR
20's AND YET LIKELY DID NOT GIVE THEM A
SECOND THOUGHT.

Even the healthiest
among us cannot
stop our brains from
changing with time.
That being said, certain
behaviors can help your
brain stay as sharp as
possible. Though some
change is inevitable,
some can be warded
off with a healthy
lifestyle. Here’s how
you can take an active
role in slowing negative
effects and working to
stay sharper, longer.

While many questions remain regarding the aging brain, research is making
progress in illuminating what happens to our cognitive functions and memory
throughout our lifetime, emphasizing ways we can preserve our mental
abilities to improve our quality of life as we advance into older adulthood.
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THE Added-Sugar

PROBLEM

WHY SUGAR MATTERS, HOW YOU CAN MAKE SMART FOOD CHOICES TO
REDUCE SUGAR CONSUMPTION, AND HOW YOU CAN KEEP YOUR LIFE SWEET,
EVEN WITHOUT SO MANY SWEETS?

T

The first thing to know: Added sugars, of one kind or
another, are almost everywhere in the modern diet.
They’re in sandwich bread, chicken stock, pickles,
salad dressing, crackers, yogurt and cereal, as
well as in the obvious foods and drinks, like soda
and desserts. The biggest problem with added
sweeteners is that they make it easy to overeat.
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T

They’re tasty and highly caloric but they often don’t
make you feel full. Instead, they can trick you into
wanting even more food. Because we’re surrounded
by added sweeteners – in our kitchens, in restaurants,
at schools and offices – most of us will eat too much of
them unless we consciously set out to do otherwise.

If you’re like most Americans, you eat more sugar
than is good for you. But it’s entirely possible
to eat less sugar without sacrificing much – if
any – of the pleasures of eating. Surprising as it
may sound, many people who have cut back on
sugar say they find their new eating habits more
pleasurable than their old ones.

I

How Did We Get Here?

H

What to Cut?

C

The Gameplan

It’s not an accident. The sugar industry has conducted an aggressive,
decades-long campaign to blame the obesity epidemic on fats, not
sugars. Fats, after all, seem as if they should cause obesity. Thanks partly
to that campaign, sugar consumption soared in the United States even
as people were trying to lose weight. But research increasingly indicates
that an overabundance of simple carbohydrates, and sugar in particular,
is the No.1 problem in modern diets. Sugar is the driving force behind the
diabetes and obesity epidemics. Fortunately, more people are realizing
the harms of sugar and cutting back.

A typical adult should
not eat more than
50 grams (or about
12 teaspoons) of
added sugars per
day, and closer to
25 is healthier. The
average American
would need to reduce
added-sweetener
consumption by about
40 percent to get
down to even the 50gram threshold. Here’s
how you can do it –
without spending more
money on food than
you already do.

Health experts recommend that you focus on reducing added sweeteners –
like granulated sugar, high fructose corn syrup, honey, maple syrup, stevia
and molasses. You don’t need to worry so much about the sugars that are
a natural part of fruit, vegetables and dairy products. Most people don’t
overeat naturally occurring sugars, as Marion Nestle of New York University
says. The fiber, vitamins and minerals that surround them fill you up.

Changing your diet is hard. If your strategy involves thinking about sugar
all the time – whenever you’re shopping or eating – you’ll likely fail. You’ll
also be miserable in the process. It’s much more effective to come up
with a few simple rules and habits that then become second nature. (One
strategy to consider: Eliminate all added sugars for one month, and then
add back only the ones you miss. It’s easier than it sounds.)

ABOVE ALL, MOST PEOPLE’S GOAL
SHOULD BE TO FIND A FEW SIMPLE,
LASTING WAYS TO CUT BACK ON
SUGAR. ONCE YOU’RE DONE READING
THIS GUIDE, WE SUGGEST YOU CHOOSE
TWO OR THREE OF OUR IDEAS AND TRY
THEM FOR A FEW WEEKS.
15

HEALTHCARE
IN Kazakhstan

INTERVIEW WITH IGOR DEREVIANKIN, AMC ALMATY PROJECT MANAGER,
DESCRIBING THE SITUATION ON MEDICAL CARE IN THE REGION.

K

1. DESCRIBE THE STATE OF PRIVATE
HEALTHCARE IN KAZAKHSTAN.

Kazakhstan has a system of government – funded
medical facilities that are open to the general public.
Around 70% of the country’s total healthcare and
medical needs are provided by the public sector while
the remaining 30% is delivered by the private health
sector. More and more private clinics are opening in
Kazakhstan every year, for example in Almaty during
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the last 15 years the number of privately owned clinics
has grown to more than 1000! This is a very positive
trend that ultimately benefits the Kazakhstan people.

2. WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE MAIN
CHALLENGES IN THE SECTOR?

Improving public health capacity is critical and will
require new investments in the system with public
health education/training and research. I think that

currently Republic of Kazakhstan faces many public health challenges,
such as the need to improve infrastructure, implement better health
assessments and outcomes, and to better inform the population on
health policies. The relative lack of investment in research, the institutional
infrastructure necessary to support grants and contracts, and a culture
of competitive investigative public health science stops Kazakhstan from
achieving breakthroughs in the improvement of population health in a
region where the public health needs are critical to advancing the goals of
civil society, further economic development and regional security.

3. DESCRIBE AMC ALMATY. WHAT DIFFERENCES
DOES AMC BRING TO ALMATY COMPARED TO OTHER
HEALTH SYSTEMS IN THE REGION?
AMC Almaty is located in central Almaty in a new building called Prestige
Alatau – highly accessible and highly visible in a rapidly growing city. The
facility is fantastic: total space of 250 m2 and truly Almaty’s only boutique and
concierge-driven clinic model with 24/7 accessibility of medical service –
family medicine, child and women healthcare, laboratory diagnostic, urgent
care and evacuation. “Treating you, differently” is our AMC Group logo and
also the one very crucial point that we feel differentiates AMC from other
local providers. Our focus is always on a very individual, personalized, and
accessible patient experience; it is something we work hard to accomplish.

4. ARE THERE MAJOR CHANGES IN THE WAY THE
KAZAKHSTANI POPULATION VIEWS MEDICAL CARE?
I feel health education is one of our primary challenges. It is Increasingly
known that a healthier lifestyle will ultimately help us live a longer and happier
life. It is understood and accepted by Kazakhstani people that it is better to
use recognized pro-active health screenings, counseling and maintenance
to prevent future illness and treatment. But communicating this is not always
easy. Aside from a healthy diet and exercise, regular screenings and “health
maintenance” is very important-looking out for warning signs for many health
conditions and conditions that can be prevented or found early.

5. DO YOU SEE OPPORTUNITIES
OF MEDICAL TOURISM IN KAZAKHSTAN?

IGOR DEREVIANKIN
Project Manager
AMC Kazakhstan

AMC Almaty is serving
business travelers and
tourists, insurance
clients, and local foreign
and national residents.
AMC Almaty’s only
boutique and conciergedriven clinic model with
24/7 accessibility of
medical service.
For more information on
AMC in Kazakhstan, its
future site and services,
please call us at
+7 (708) 983 30 00.

Currently Kazakh citizens travel for medical care to many nearby countries,
such as Turkey, Russia, South Korea, Kyrgyzstan, but the country is
focused on growing its own medical tourism industry. Most popular
procedures for medical tourists coming into the country include services
from cosmetic surgery to complex life-saving procedures such as heart
and liver transplants and neurosurgery. Of course, in order to attract new
patients we need to increase investments in medical education programs,
infrastructure, development of scientific research etc.
Compiled by Dinara Temirbek.
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STANDING UP AT
YOUR DESK COULD
MAKE You Smarter

We’ve known for a while that sitting for long stretches
of every day has myriad health consequences, like
a higher risk of heart disease and diabetes, that
culminate in a higher mortality rate. But now a new
study has found that sitting is also bad for your brain.
And it might be the case that lots of exercise is not
enough to save you if you’re a couch potato the rest
of the time.

The implication is that the more time you spend in a
chair the worse it is for your brain health, resulting in
possible impairment in learning and memory.

A study published last week, conducted by Dr. Prabha
Siddarth at the University of California at Los Angeles,
showed that sedentary behavior is associated with
reduced thickness of the medial temporal lobe, which
contains the hippocampus, a brain region that is
critical to learning and memory.

It’s also yet another good argument for getting rid of
sitting desks in favor of standing desks for most people.

The researchers asked a group of 35 healthy people,
ages 45 to 70, about their activity levels and the
average number of hours each day spent sitting and
then scanned their brains with M.R.I. They found
that the thickness of their medial temporal lobe was
inversely correlated with how sedentary they were; the
subjects who reported sitting for longer periods had
the thinnest medial temporal lobes.
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The cognitive benefits of strenuous physical exercise
are well known. But the possibility that the minimal
exertion of standing more and sitting less improves
brain health could lower the bar for everyone.

I know, this all runs counter to received notions about
deep thought, from our grade-school teachers, who
told us to sit down and focus, to Rodin’s famous
“Thinker,” seated with chin on hand.
They were wrong. You can now all stand up.
Richard A. Friedman
Professor of Clinical Psychiatry
at the Weill Cornell Medical College

Yoga at AMC Tbilisi
Classes will be conducted by
certified Yoga Specialist Abyogi Alaf
P Special classes for pregnant ladies & new mothers
P Tailored schedule
P Yoga in nature - outdoors

Price: 300 GEL
for 10 sessions

For more information please contact us anytime at +995 32 250 00 20
tbilisi@amcenters.com

H

Hey! My name is Tara and I am a third culture kid. Most of you are probably
asking yourselves what that even means. So, I thought it would be best to
start this article off with a short definition.

TARA MALCHIN
Extraordinary
“Third-Culture Kid” in Kyiv

TO ALL OF YOU
STRUGGLING
THIRD CULTURE
KIDS OUT THERE,
ONCE YOU
HAVE COME
TO THE POINT
WHERE YOU
CAN FINALLY
SEE NOT ONLY
THE NEGATIVITY
BUT ALSO THE
POSITIVITY IN
YOUR LIFE, YOU
WILL REALIZE
THAT YOUR
WAY OF LIVING,
THE TRAVEL
AND THE LIFE,
IS ACTUALLY
PRETTY AMAZING
AND EXCITING.
IT IS ALWAYS AN
ADVENTURE.
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As extraordinary as it may sound, the term “third-culture kid” really describes
a child that has grown up in a different culture than their parents or has
been under the influence of different cultures during their childhood. To
use myself as an example: Until I was three years old, I lived in Munich
(Germany), after that I lived in Prague (Czech Republic) for five years, in
Zagreb (Croatia) for four years, in Achim (Germany) for two years, and now
four years in Kiev.
I am well aware of the fact, that not everyone shares this point of view, that
to be a third culture kid is amazing, and I am sure that there are a lot of third
culture kids who wish for a so called “normal” life – a place to call home or a
consistent group of friends.
And I totally get why you want all of this. But hear me out! Have you ever
asked yourself why you want that different life (a normal and predictable oneculture life) so desperately? Is it because the people around you live that life?
Because you want to be able to relate to them?
My sister once told me that she often heard friends talk about the childhood
friends they still have after ten/fifteen years. My sister, like me, doesn’t have
any childhood friends that are still part of our lives. Why? Well back then
(and not so distant), it wasn’t as easy to stay in touch with friends. As kids
we didn’t have Skype or e-mail or WhatsApp. Moving around as a young
child often meant losing friends. That’s just how it was. As we got older
things got easier.
Sure, long phone calls and Skyping don’t exactly replace having friends
physically by your side, but hey, it’s way better than not being able to talk
to them at all, right? What I’m trying to tell you here is that you shouldn’t
try to live other’s lives. And this doesn’t just apply to third culture kids.
It’s advice I want to give to everyone reading this right now. You can’t
go back in time and change your childhood. So instead of looking back
and regretting what you did or didn’t do, what you had or didn’t have, try
focusing on the now. Think about how you can be happy with the life you
are living. Look past all the negativity and concentrate on the positive.
Travelling around, seeing the world, learning new cultures, meeting new
people with new minds, new ways of thinking, new ways of seeing the
world – these are what make us who we are. This is real living! We are
gaining tremendous life experience and are expanding our mental horizon
as we go. How cool is that?
A final thought about third culture kids is the concept of “home.” “Where is
home for you?”, I am often asked. I don’t have an answer. But after a while I
have come to realize that I don’t really need a physical “home.” Ultimately, it’s

WHY BEING
a third
culture
KID ROCKS
TARA MALCHIN – EXTRAORDINARY
“THIRD-CULTURE KID” IN KYIV.
totally up to me where or what I call “home.” It could
be all the countries I’ve lived in; it could be none of
them; it could be a very specific place, a feeling, and
often I feel, it could be a person. I love and hate the
word “home” equally: I love it because It doesn’t have
a definition, because everyone is allowed to figure it
out for themselves, because no one needs to really
ever figure it out. I hate the word because so many
seem to give it so much importance. I understand that
“home” is important for us all, but that doesn’t mean
I need to see it the same way. Maybe at some point I
realized that the struggles I thought I have had weren’t
actually that severe. The only reason the challenges
got to me was because I let them; because I forgot to
look at the bright side of things.
I could have as well written an article about why I think
not being a third culture kid would rock. But you know,
this is the life we’re living, and it is up to us to make
the best of it.
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AMC

CELEBRATES
ITS Second
Year IN

GEORGIA!
AMERICAN MEDICAL CENTERS GEORGIA (AMC) OPENED
IN TBILISI’S VAKE NEIGHBORHOOD IN EARLY 2016. WE
SPOKE WITH AMC GROUP PRESIDENT, MR. ALEX SOKOL,
ABOUT MEDICAL CARE AND AMC IN GEORGIA

AMERICAN MEDICAL CENTERS DECIDED TO
ENTER THE GEORGIAN MARKET NOT LONG
AGO. WHAT WAS THE MAIN REASON BEHIND
YOUR DECISION TO INVEST IN GEORGIA?

G

Georgia has proven a tremendous opportunity for
concierge and boutique health services, bringing a
wholly unique patient-driven model to the city. We
have been interested in Tbilisi for some time and so
the decision was quite natural. With its highly educated
and talented medical professionals, physicians and
specialists, competent ancillary or referral facilities,
and a respectable business climate, we felt it was time
to invest and expand the model. So just over a year
ago with encouragement from the city, the diplomatic
corps, and the community, we decided on a staged
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investment for two facilities in Georgia, with the first
commissioned in Vake, Tbilisi, in March 2016.

WHAT IS THE MAIN DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
AMC AND OTHER MEDICAL FACILITIES
IN GEORGIA AND WHAT ARE THE NEW
STANDARDS THAT AMC BRINGS TO THE
GEORGIAN HEALTHCARE MARKET?
I would say, quite simply, the biggest differential is our team.
We have been very fortunate with our clinical staff here
in Tbilisi and in Batumi, bringing together an outstanding
group working toward the absolute best patient experience.
As an American healthcare network, with our seventh
network clinic opening this summer, we are able to

leverage important group resources, not only with
management and capital, but also established clinical
guidelines and protocols, quality assurance standards,
and our insurance and affiliate hospital relationships.

WHAT ARE THE STEPS THAT GEORGIA
SHOULD MAKE TO IMPROVE THE MEDICAL
SERVICES AVAILABLE TO ITS CITIZENS?

We work with over 40 global Insurance providers on a
preferred direct billing basis (a cashless service) and
are certified as an official affiliate clinic of New York
Presbyterian’s Executive Registry program, allowing our
local physicians to refer for elective procedures or secondopinions. We invest in and encourage regular continuing
medical education (CME) and workshops abroad. And we
work hard to provide a convenient and responsible service
for our patients. But the most important AMC differential
we feel is the integrity, experience, accountability, and
genuine care and compassion of our professionals, the
difference in our care providers.

My sense that Georgia’s greatest challenge continues
to be the delivery of high quality care in a cost effective
way. While Tbilisi should provide gold standard
secondary care in specialised units, it also needs
to develop a “gate-keeper” approach or access to
specialty care through an increasingly competent
primary care or family medicine service. This follows
that specialised resources, diagnostics, imaging, and
procedures are used in a more cost effective way
benefiting government and citizens. Georgia has vast
rural areas and we believe that promotion and funding
of quality primary care can positively impact the lowerdensity populations. So primary care promotion,
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CME training, hospital collaboration, standardized
accreditation, and developing a truly competitive
patient-driven market will greatly benefit and improve
Georgia’s health system.

WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST LESSONS
GEORGIAN MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS AND
MEDICAL CLINICS CAN LEARN FROM THEIR
COUNTERPARTS IN THE US AND THE EU?
Transposing US or EU healthcare models is not
necessarily the most effective way to improve
standards. In fact, US or European systems are
sometimes wasteful, costly, and may be ineffective
in tackling public health issues such as obesity and
poor diet.
Georgian healthcare professionals and managers
may seek to concentrate on simple cost effective
interventions that deliver benefits across the whole
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population. Medical Insurance for instance is also not
always the most effective way to finance health care. In
times of economic growth it works well but still excludes
many poorer patients or those with mental health
problems or learning difficulties. Eventually premiums
are driven upward and as rates are negotiated between
insurer and provider, the patient is often left on the
sidelines, without provider choice and most probably
without proper care.
I would agree with what many Government officials
have talked about in the last year or two and is in
fact our AMC model:encouraging broader access
to primary healthcare will help reduce unnecessary
spending. The majority of Georgians visit specialists
rather than general practitioners, even for routine
care. Experts generally concur that enhancing primary
healthcare would allow the government to limit the high
cost of hospital-based treatment and increase disease
prevention with early diagnoses.

FITNESS IN MIDLIFE
MAY HELP fend

B

off Dementia

Being physically fit in midlife may reduce a woman’s
risk for dementia.
In 1968, Swedish researchers evaluated the
cardiovascular fitness of 191 women ages 38 to 60,
testing their endurance with an ergometer cycling test.
Then they examined them periodically through 2012.
Over the years, 44 women developed dementia.
They categorized the women into three fitness
groups based on peak workload in their cycling tests:
low, medium and high. The incidence of all-cause
dementia was 32 percent in the low fitness group, 25
percent for the medium, and 5 percent among those
with a high fitness level.

Still, the senior author, Dr. Ingmar Skoog, a professor
of psychiatry at the University of Gothenburg, said that
women should get moving for many reasons.
“If you start exercising,” he said, “you reduce
your risk for cardiovascular disease, cancer and
dementia. And you get immediate gratification by
feeling better.”
Borrowed from
www.nytimes.com

The average age at dementia was 11 years older
in the high-fitness group than in the medium fitness
group. Compared with medium fitness, high fitness
decreased the risk of dementia by 88 percent.
The study, in Neurology, controlled for many variables,
including smoking, drinking, blood pressure and
cholesterol, and the follow-up was very long. But the
sample was small and the study is observational, and the
authors draw no conclusions about cause and effect.
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DO YOU

HАVЕ
a sweet tooth?

SOME PEOPLE ARE JUST BORN FOR SWEETS! OTHERS... NOT SO MUCH. WHAT
WE LIKE AND WHAT WE EAT IS PROBABLY ONE OF THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL
MYSTERIES OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR.

W

Why do some people get a craving for sweet foods
while others find it easier to abstain? While some of
us find it relatively easy to abstain from eating cake,
for others, this can be more complicated. People who
have a so-called “sweet-tooth” may find it harder to
avoid sugar – but is this a matter of willpower, or could
there be a biological explanation for sugar cravings?
We have our taste buds (which we have about 10,000)
respond to four different types of flavors – sweet, salty,
sour, and bitter – but some of us seem more inclined
to reach for chocolate than others. So what’s behind
that insatiable sweet tooth?
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A lot of it is genetic. Our DNA determines how
sensitive we are to certain flavors – those of us with
a sweet tooth may have a higher sweet threshold, for
example, so we crave more sugar to satisfy our taste
buds.
Also studies show that our ability to taste begins in
the womb. Amniotic fluids transfer flavors to the fetus,
which eventually will begin to swallow different tastes
at different rates. These first exposures stick with you
after birth. So ask your mother if she ate a lot of sweet
products during her pregnancy?

But DNA isn’t everything. You also learn to favor certain foods through
childhood experiences. If you gave candies as a reward for your baby's
good behavior and your child associated this gesture with love, you may
have successfully developed neural connections in your child's brain that
favor sweets – that is, your child has acquire da sweet tooth.
It seems women may have a lower threshold for sour, salty, and bitter flavors
– perhaps because of better sense of smell – and that could explain why
women tend to report loving sweets and chocolate more than men do.
But hormones mess with your cravings – at different points of a woman’s
menstrual cycle, they cause certain taste buds to be more or less sensitive.

Denmark scientists found in people with a “sweettooth” a less level of hormone FGF21 secreted by
the liver, which suppresses the intake of sweets.
CHANGES IN YOUR THYROID’S FUNCTIONING
AND STRESS CAN ALSO FLIP THE SWITCHES
ON YOUR GENES, AND TURN ON OR OFF TASTE
BUDS THAT ENJOY SALTY OR SWEET.

Facts you should know about sweets:
Trans-fats are a form of processed (hydrogenated)
cooking oil that have been identified as one of
the most dangerous food additives. They help
to prolong shelf life and are always found in
purchased sweets. Trans-fats are known to raise
bad LDL cholesterol and reduce the healthy
HDL cholesterol and therefore increase the
chances of: developing heart disease, strokes,
liver dysfunction, type 2 diabetes, Alzheimer's
disease. Trans-fats have also been shown to be
linked with infertility in women.
Sweets can be part of a healthy, lifelong eating
pattern. But for the least harm, they should
be eaten in moderation. That means in small
amounts, or only a couple of times a week.

ANNA CHAIKA
Family Physician
AMC Odesa

Almost half of all U.S.
adults and nearly
two-thirds of American
youth consume at least
one sugar-sweetened
beverage per day,
which includes soda,
sports drinks, fruit
juices, pre-sweetened
coffee etc… It is wellknown that too much
sugar in our diet is not
good for us.
Why do some people
get a craving for
sweet foods while
others find it easier to
abstain? A new study
investigates.

The best time to eat sweets is after breakfast –
you will be less hungry and have fewer cravings
throughout the day.
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The first human genome project, completed in 2003, uncovered the genetic
building blocks of humankind. Painstakingly cataloguing the basic constituents
of our DNA took more than ten years and was a multinational collaboration.
Since then, our ability to sequence genomes has been explored so much
and in such detail that today, by 2018, it is possible to explore the 20,000 or
so human genes at a much lower cost than just a few years ago.

IVANNA BILOUS
Family Physician
AMC Lviv

Genetic testing can
provide us a sense of
relief from uncertainty
and help people make
informed decisions
about managing
their health care. A
positive result can
direct a person toward
available prevention,
monitoring, and
treatment options.

Research suggests that individuals respond differently to different food
combinations and no ONE way of eating is right for everyone. Fascinatingly,
it depends on our human genome. For example, gene FTO is responsible
for obesity risk and insulin resistance, gene DRD2 is responsible for binge
eating, gene ADRB2 is responsible for carbohydrates absorption and
obesity, gene FABP2 is responsible for fat absorption.
This test is designed for those who already have, or are approaching
overweight or obese status, but increasingly because of cost and
popularity and the true value and understanding of our body, the testing
is for those who want to maintain a healthy lifestyle.

While there are many types of DNA diagnostics,
one of the most popular is testing for the “DNA diet”
genome. DNA Diet is designed to assist the healthcare
practitioner in the design of a personalised healthy
eating plan based on individual genetic differences.
Testing our DNA diet also provides additional insight
into how each individual reacts to carbohydrates,
saturated fats and exercise intensity, allowing
physicians to further personalise eating plans.

What will you learn from DNA Diet testing
Do your genes make you prone to obesity.
Which kind of diet is most beneficial for your genotype.
How do your genes affect the level of leptin – a hormone which
reduces appetite.
Are you at risk of insulin resistance, which can lead to different
diseases.
Which kinds of physical activity will promote efficient weight loss
according to your gene variation.
How your genotype breaks down and processes food in the
form of fat, protein and carbohydrate.
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THE
IMPORTANCE
OF DNA

Diagnostics
DNA TESTING OFFERS CLUES TO OUR PAST, PRESENT AND
FUTURE HEALTH, AS WELL AS INFORMATION ABOUT HOW WE
RESPOND TO MEDICATIONS SO THAT TRULY 'PERSONALISED
MEDICINE' IS NOW MOVING CLOSER TO REALITY.
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HELP YOUR

CHILD
be healthy
H

5 WAYS TO HELP YOUR CHILD BUILD A
HEALTHY MICROBIOME AND IMPROVE
YOUR CHILDREN’S GUT HEALTH.

Health is a state of complete physical, mental, and social wellbeing, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity
Functional medicine, sometimes referred to as Integrative
Care helps doctors figure out and treat the root causes of
chronic health conditions rather than the symptoms. It seeks
to understand the interplay between a child’s genetic makeup
and her environment--whether its is chronic constipation or
reflux, eczema, autoimmune illness, or autism.
Functional medicine tries to understand what the core clinical
imbalances are in your child’s body. Once we understand
this, we can figure out what to do to restore balance and heal
your child from the inside out. This may include medications,
but more often involves optimizing your kids’ diet, nutritional
supplements, perhaps herbal medicine, and lifestyle changes.
A well-functioning digestive system is the cornerstone of
good health. Here are 5 ways to help your child build a
healthy microbiome and improve your children’s gut health.

1. SET YOUR CHILD UP FOR SUCCESS

If possible, deliver your children vaginally as this can start them
off with a healthier and more robust microbiome than babies
born by C-section. After birth, breast-feed for as long as feasible
as this has been shown to lead to a stronger microbiome than
formula-fed children. This is because breast milk contains a
pre-biotic. These healthy gut bacteria will help your child fight
illnesses throughout their life.
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2. ENCOURAGE HEALTHY EATING FROM A YOUNG AGE

As children begin eating solid foods, encourage them to eat a wide variety
of fruits, vegetables, healthy whole grains, legumes, nuts and seeds.
These are the best way to strengthen the child’s microbiome to create a
healthy gut. Variety is the key! Every whole food feeds a different cluster
of bacteria, so having a diverse diet helps to build a diverse, strong
microbiome and helps to improve your children’s gut health. If your kids
are willing to consume fermented foods like sauerkraut, kefir or yogurt,
that’s an added bonus. In addition, increasing the quantity and variety of
dietary fiber also plays a role in establishing gut health.

3. AVOID ANTIBIOTICS WHEN POSSIBLE

It’s important to avoid unnecessary antibiotic usage in children. Recent
research from Harvard has found that repeated exposure to antibiotics
lowers the diversity and robustness of children’s gut bacteria, which can
lead to an increase in antibiotic-resistant genes. We know that disruptions
in the microbiome are one of the first steps in the development of all
autoimmune disease-another reason to do what we can to strengthen our
kids microbiomes.

4. LIMIT PROCESSED SUGAR

It’s important to limit processed sugar because refined sugar supports the
growth of harmful bacteria and can lead to bacterial overgrowth, which
crowds out the good bacteria in the microbiome. And that’s definitely not
good for your children’s gut health!

5. CONSIDER YOUR CHILD’S ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN
YOUR CHILD’S GUT HEALTH:
Avoid excessive use of hand sanitizers or antibacterial soaps.
Consider a pet! Exposure to animals like dogs
or cats helps increase the diversity of
bacteria that children are exposed to.

YOSIP SILADI
Pediatrician
AMC Kyiv

Functional medicine
looks at our unique
genetic potential and
biochemical makeup;
how our unique individual
makeup interacts with
environmental and
lifestyle factors (from
environmental toxins,
to the foods we eat, the
water we drink, and even
the thoughts we have).

Watch out for stress! Too much stress and
not enough relaxation and de-stressing
can have a harmful effect on the
microbiome. Be sure that your kids
(and you) have lots of time for rest and
play, regular physical activity and
time in nature and the outdoors.
Creating a healthy microbiome
can improve your children’s gut
health and ensure a healthier life
for years to come.
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BE PREPARED FOR
THE UNEXPECTED
WITH AMC’S
HEALTH CARE
PLANS

AMC Well Baby Check Up Plan*
Ask any parent: Bringing a healthy baby home isn’t the end of the story. The first year of life can present
challenges for you and your child. At American Medical Centers we believe that clinical excellence,
commitment to service, and a modern approach make for a truly great experience for your baby.

Comprehensive care for your newborn, infant and child:
P Preventative check ups
P 24 hour house calls
P Neonatology
P Vaccinations
P Children’s annual health plans
*The Well Baby Check up and Specialist Physician Referrals Plans are licensed diagnostic plans, designed to provide
primary care for newborn and children. These diagnostic plans include pediatric consultations and prescribed by AMC
doctor narrow specialist consultations followed by necessary laboratory and radiology services. For more information about
this and other health care programs, please call us at +380 (44) 490 76 00 or visit us at www.amcenters.com

MagnesiumVITAMIN D

THE

W

CONNECTION

When it comes to the long list of supplements, magnesium
and vitamin D both top the list as ones doctors most
recommend. (Probiotics are up there too, by the way.)
Not getting enough magnesium can lead to feeling
sluggish and stressed out. And vitamin D does more
than keep bones strong – it’s also good for your gut.

the magnesium, the calcium can actually build up in the
body, which can lead to kidney disease or other problems.
The reason why this can happen is because it’s
not being absorbed properly. So that’s where the
magnesium comes in.

It turns out that they work better together, too: A new
study found that taking vitamin D with magnesium
is crucial for reaping the benefits. Without the
magnesium, it isn’t as well-absorbed.

Fortunately both nutrients are found in many
delicious, everyday foods. Dark leafy greens, nuts,
tofu, and brown rice are all powerhouse sources for
magnesium, while eggs, fish, dairy, fortified nut milks,
and mushrooms all have vitamin D.

Dr. Razzaque explains that taking vitamin D on its own
does increase the calcium levels in the body, but without

And it just so happens that a lot of those foods taste
pretty darn good together.
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What
NOT
TO EAT
FOOD IS LITERALLY THE MOST POWERFUL MEDICINE YOU HAVE AVAILABLE TO
CONTROL YOUR HEALTH. I WANT YOU TO THINK OF YOUR KITCHEN AS YOUR
PHARMACY. IT ALL STARTS WITH TAKING OUT THE JUNK, AND PUTTING IN THE
GOOD STUFF.

F

For the most part, we all understand how to cook with
real food. We typically don’t add non-food ingredients
into our home-cooked meals. Our avocados aren’t
made with green dye. We don’t sprinkle stearoyl
lactylate into our soups and breads.
The problem isn’t typically home cooked meals
using fresh ingredients; the problem is the food-like
substances, chemicals, food additives, preservatives,
food dyes, and artificial sweeteners that food
companies add to their food.
For so long, most people were unaware of the chemicals
added to our foods and how the hormones, plastics, and
toxins that we congest on a day to day basis are harming
our bodies. Now, many of us conscious consumers
have learned to avoid breads containing yoga mats
and french fries with Silly Putty in them. But sometimes
processed foods still find their way into our kitchens.
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I’m not saying that ALL processed and packaged
foods are all bad. People have been processing
food virtually from day one. Until refrigeration, it was
the only way we had of preserving perishables to
eat later. Cooking is a form of processing, so are
curing, drying, smoking, fermenting – the list goes
on and on. Whole foods processed using traditional
methods and ingredients are not something we need
to avoid.

It is best to avoid
the following…
Anything with ingredients that are difficult to
pronounce. These products surely contain substances
that belong in a chemistry set, not in your body. Try
saying stearoyl lactylate or butylated hydroxytoluene
with ease. Not so easy. Skip those questionable
ingredients.

SOME PROCESSING ACTUALLY
IMPROVES FOOD BY MAKING ITS
NUTRIENTS MORE AVAILABLE
OR POTENT. WE JUST HAVE
TO UNDERSTAND WHICH
PROCESSED FOODS WE CAN
SAFELY EAT AND WHICH ONES
WE SHOULD AVOID.
Anything that didn’t exist in your grandmother’s day –
maybe even your great-grandmother’s day, depending
on how old you are. I know this is kind of a trendy approach
to eating right now, but it completely makes sense. One
hundred years ago we didn’t need a label to tell us that
our food was local, organic, and grass-fed; all food was
whole, real, unadulterated, traditional food. Fortunately,
there is a desire to get back to this way of eating.
Anything containing soybean oil. Americans now
get almost 10 percent of their calories from refined
soybean oil, which is one of the most abundant
sources of omega-6 fatty acids. Plus, it often contains
high levels of glyphosate, or Roundup, the toxic
herbicide used by Monsanto.

Anything with monosodium glutamate (otherwise
known as MSG), even though the FDA says it is safe. It’s
an excitotoxin – a neurotransmitter that is known to kill
brain cells. We associate it with Chinese cuisine, but food
companies use it in many items without our knowledge.
Any food in an aerosol can.
Anything called “cheese food” (which is neither
cheese nor food).
Anything with artificial sweeteners. The evidence
is catching up. Recent studies have not been kind to
artificial sweeteners, claiming among other problems
they adversely affect gut health and glucose tolerance.
Anything with any type of additives, preservatives,
or dyes (of which we eat about 21/2 pounds per person
per year).
Any food with more than five ingredients on the
label, unless they are all things you recognize, such
as tomatoes, water, basil, oregano, salt.
I know this might seem like a long list, but you can
avoid all of these items by sticking with real, whole
foods, and brands that you trust.

Anything containing high-fructose corn syrup.
When used in moderation, it is a major cause of heart
disease, obesity, cancer, dementia, liver failure, tooth
decay, and more.
Anything with the word “hydrogenated” in its name.
Since most people don’t know that hydrogenated fat
and trans fat are the same thing, food makers have
been able to hide the trans fat content in plain sight
using this little trick.
Anything advertised on TV. Have you seen a
commercial for broccoli or sardines during the Super
Bowl? The worst foods get the most airtime on television.
Anything with a cute name. Froot Loops are not a
good source of fruit.
Anything you can buy at a drive-through window.
This one is a no-brainer.

But if you don’t have stearoyl lactylate in
your cupboard, then you probably shouldn’t
eat it in the food that you buy either.
Mark Hyman,
M.D., Director of Cleveland Clinic’s Center
for Functional Medicine.
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MORE

GOOD
NEWS
ABOUT

olive oil

WE STRONGLY BELIEVE THAT THIS IS A CALL FOR CONSUMING MORE
OLIVE OIL. WE’VE GOT TO GET OVER OUR FEAR OF FAT (YES, OLIVE OIL IS
PURE FAT) AND EMBRACE THE LIFE AND HEALTH SUSTAINING PROPERTIES
OF THIS IMPORTANT CLASS OF FOOD.
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SCIENTISTS AT VIRGINIA TECH HAVE
DISCOVERED THAT OLIVE OIL IS RICH IN A
CHEMICAL COMPOUND CALLED OLEUROPEIN.
WHAT IS UNIQUE ABOUT THIS COMPOUND IS
THAT IT SEEMS TO PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE
IN HELPING THE BODY SECRETE INSULIN,
ONE OF THE KEY REGULATORS OF GLUCOSE
METABOLISM.

I

It’s fairly common knowledge these days that there are some really
important health benefits associated with consuming olive oil. No doubt,
one of the reasons that the Mediterranean diet turns out to be so healthful is
because it is rich in olives and olive oil. And this may explain why following
the Mediterranean diet is associated with significant risk reduction for
things like breast cancer, heart disease, diabetes, and even dementia.
But it’s been a bit challenging to try to delineate specifically what it is about
olive oil that makes it so special as it relates to health. There are multiple
chemicals found in olive oil that are bioactive in a positive sense, and new
research has identified yet another chemical and mechanism that may
explain why olive oil is so good for us.
It’s also been recognized that insulin plays a central role in health and functionality
of brain cells. So, enhancing insulin is good for the brain both directly, as well
as secondarily through helping to control blood sugar. Understanding that
olive oil consumption helps reduce the risk for diabetes is also important as it
relates to the brain, since diabetes dramatically increases the risk for dementia.

As Bin Xu, the lead researcher
of the new study stated:
Our work provides new mechanistic insights
into the long-standing question of why olive products
can be anti-diabetic… We believe it will not only
contribute to the biochemistry of the functions of the
olive component oleuropein, but also have an impact
on the general public to pay more attention to olive
products in light of the current diabetes epidemic.
David Perlmutter, M.D., Board-Certified Neurologist.
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EASE YOUR MIND!
AFFORDABLE
HEALTH
INSURANCE
PLANS

AMC Health Insurance Plans,
starting at $90 per month:*
P Physician and Specialist consultations
P 24-hour Outpatient and emergency treatment
P Radiology and Laboratory services (X-Ray, ultrasound, Diagnostics)
P Сhild vaccinations
P Home or office doctor visits
P Expert second opinion with US and European Hospitals
*The AMC Health and Wellness Plan is a licensed healthcare delivery plan, paid on an annual basis, designed to provide
primary and urgent care health and assistance services. The above price is AMC’s basic Plan, covering all outpatient
services with a plan utilization limit of $10,000 per person, per year. For more information about this and other health
insurance products, please call us at +380 (44) 490 76 00 or visit us at www.amcenters.com
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Blue
ZONES
HOW TO LIVE TO 100 YEARS AND
REMAIN HAPPY: THE SECRETS OF
THE BLUE ZONES UNCOVERED

E

Everyone wants to be healthy, happy, and live at least
100 years old, and more importantly, have a high-end
quality of life!
Latest scientific research reveals Bllue Zones formula to
great health – thus, the secret to the healthiest people in the
world. Dan Buttener, a scientist and researcher at National
Geographic has studied the 5 zones in scrupulous detail
as scientist, explorer, and educator and has finally come
to a conclusion. The secret lies in the lifestyle.
The lifestyle consists of a healthy diet, daily physical
exercises, clean air, a low level of stress, and community
– closeness with family, goals, religion, and purpose.
It is important to highlight the absence of meat,
artery-clogging trans-fats and sugar, replaced by
fish, vegetables and fruits. Our body is literally a living
biological machine. Imagine it is your costume. Provided
you only get one, the way you wear it, take care of it
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and protect it directly reflects on how it ‘looks’ and how it
‘feels’ on you. To translate this analogy, whilst living in the
Blue Zones, the natural wear-out process of this so called
‘costume’ is at its slowest. In return, the regeneration
process is twice as strong. Your body consistently
releases the chemicals called endorphins, the hormone
of happiness. Effectively all of this, in fractals, is your
body’s ‘savings account’ of energy, and therefore health.
Your life changes dramatically for the best.
About three years ago I started working with seniors
over the age of 95 to learn more about their longevity
and lifestyles. (Just to note – as you observe all the
factors, you can successfully make your own mini
Blue Zone atmosphere from where you are now by
simply assimilating the healthy lifestyle). What we
discover is that people who live in the Blue Zones are
healthy by default, but, putting in the real effort to be
this healthy, emulating the factors highlighted, is what
causes real life change once and for all.

The Earth’s BLUE ZONES are locations on the
planet with the highest concentration of healthy
centenarians. The unique locations of the world with
the highest life expectancy and likely the greatest
health are in the following places: Ikaria, Greece;
Okinawa, Japan; Loma-Linda, California; Nikoa,
Costa Rica; and Sardinia, Italy.
VIOLETTA SOKOL
Psychotherapist
Integrative Health Coach
AMC Kyiv

Thus, briefly:
THE SUN – vitamin D, your source of energy, your mood.
OLIVE OIL – your source of the most useful healthy fats in the world,
the strongest antioxidant.
LEMONS (all year round) – vitamin C, our antioxidant.
SEASONAL VEGETABLES – source of fiber, your phytonutrients.
ENVIRONMENT – your support, positive emotions, communication
with the world, psychological health = “your happiness in life”.
WINE – a way of life, an antioxidant, source pleasure and relaxation.
PHYSICAL EXERCISE – simple physical work with land (a source of
meditation), gardening, walks that clear your mind.
BALANCE – the equality between consistent rest and work creates a
quality rhythm life, supported by healthy digestion and healthy sleep.

After years of analysis and interviews of people living in the Blue Zones,
people that are living a healthy and happy life over 95 years of age, and
with the help of Dan Buttener’s research, we learn that the contributing
factors of the Blue Zone’s lifestyle is what makes one healthy. Those
factors can come about naturally, but perhaps more importantly, they
are a conscious choice that we make daily. Ultimately, this lifestyle isn’t
unattainable, represented by nature itself in the Blue Zones of the planet.

After years of analysis
and interviews of
people living in the
Blue Zones, people
that are living a healthy
and happy life over
95 years of age, and
with the help of Dan
Buttener’s research,
we learn that the
contributing factors
of the Blue Zone’s
lifestyle is what makes
one healthy. Those
factors can come about
naturally, but perhaps
more importantly, they
are a conscious choice
that we make daily.
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HOW TO PROTECT
Yourself FROM

MOSQUITOES AND TICKS
JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT IT WAS WARM ENOUGH TO VENTURE OUTDOORS
AGAIN, HEALTH OFFICIALS ARE WARNING THAT THE NUMBER OF AMERICANS
INFECTED BY MOSQUITO, TICK AND FLEA BITES HAS MORE THAN TRIPLED IN
RECENT YEARS.

T

There’s no magic pill or vaccine to prevent disease
infections, but you can take steps to protect yourself
and your family from bites – and it all starts with
awareness, physicians and consumer advocates say.

For all children, avoid putting repellents on their hands,
or near their eyes and mouths.

Here are measures you can take, some of which
provide two-for-one protection against both ticks and
mosquitoes.

Take a shower after your hike and check yourself for
ticks. Make sure to feel your scalp under your hair,
and check folds of skin, your private parts, behind
your ears and behind your knees.

Cover up, even when it’s hot out

Wear a hat and a bandana around your neck to cover
up even more skin; if you have long hair, pull it back
into a ponytail or braids.
Consider purchasing clothing that has been pretreated with the insecticide permethrin, which repels
both ticks and mosquitoes, though it may be less
effective against ticks.

Use insect repellent on exposed skin

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the
Environmental Protection Agency recommend using
mosquito repellents that have as their active ingredient
either DEET; picaridin; IR3535; oil of lemon eucalyptus
(OLE) or para-menthane-diol (PMD); or 2-undecanone.
Babies under 2 months should not use repellents and
OLE and PMD should not be used on children under 3.
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Check yourself for ticks after a hike

Minimize exposure in your home
and yard

Mosquitoes breed in fresh water and can reproduce
in as little as a bottle cap full of water, so rid your yard
and deck of empty flower pots, bird baths or bowls
where water can accumulate.

Another surprisingly easy low-tech way to protect
yourself from mosquitoes is to set up an electric
fan on a table near your seating area. The breeze it
creates disperses the human scents that draw female
mosquitoes, and mosquitoes have a hard time flying
into the wind.And if you’re camping outdoors or don’t
have screens on your windows, use mosquito nets
around your bedding.
Roni Caryn Rabi,
Borrowed from www.nytimes.com

